Warmest greetings from the Confucius Institute at the University of Arizona (CIUA)!

We would like to thank everyone from the University of Arizona and local Tucson communities; with your support, we had a great year in 2012. The 1st Chinese Culture Festival last September was a great success; we have now offered many Chinese language and culture classes; we won multiple awards in the 2012 worldwide Confucius Institute online Chinese New Year Festival...

Looking ahead, in addition to our established culture activities and classes, CIUA will work with our partners to initiate new summer camp programs for all ages of students this year. CIUA is committed to bringing a broadly-based Chinese experience to Tucson. For those who are interested in acquiring first-hand experience in China, CIUA also offers scholarships and summer camp opportunities to study or visit China.

We look forward to a fruitful year with all of you in 2013!

Best wishes,

Zhao Chen, PhD, MPH
John W. Olsen, PhD
Professor and Division Director
Regents’ Professor
Mel and Enid Zuckerman College of Public Health
School of Anthropology
The University of Arizona
The University of Arizona
Co-Director of CIUA
Co-Director of CIUA

Sponsors:

Gold: L2 Foundation
Mr. Xiaobin Wu & Dr. Zhao Chen
Panda Express
“Panda Express is a Proud Sponsor of 2013 AZ Chinese New Year Festival”

Wood: Law Offices of Jennifer Huang
Mr. Larry Y Gee
Mr. Thomas M. Bayham
Dr. Tao Luo & Dr. Shibin Jiang
Mandarin Grill

Water: Mr. Xiaogang Li & Dr. Ning Qu

Fire: Dr. & Mrs. Larry Lang
Tierra Antigua Realty, Ellen Zhu, Realtor
Gee’s Garden
Deluxe Granite
Chase Bank, UA Campus Tucson

Earth: Ms. Yan Xu
Ms. Lizhen Pang
Dragon’s View Restaurant

Title Sponsor:
Tucson Chinese Cultural Center

Supported By:
National Endowment for the Arts
Arizona Commission on the Arts
Consulate General of PRC in Los Angeles

Host Websites:
CIUA: confucius.arizona.edu
TSC: tucsonsinochoir.org

Enjoy the Colorful Chinese Culture
Celebrating the Year of the Snake!
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2013 AZ Chinese New Year Festival

Larry Lang, Artistic Director
Centennial Hall • University of Arizona
Sunday, February 3, 2013 • 2pm

1. Dance: “Joy of the Spring”
   舞蹈: 《喜迎春》
   TCA Dragon & Lion Dance
   TCA Chinese School
   Sino Youth Dance

2. Zheng & Taiji: “Fisherman’s Serenade”
   拳与太极: 《渔舟唱晚》
   Shuxi Qiao & Junming Zhao

3. Childrens Dance: “Happy Gathering”
   儿童舞蹈: 《欢聚一堂》
   TMC Chinese School

4. Piano Solo: “Spring on the Moonlit River”
   钢琴独奏: 《春江花月夜》
   Jennifer Bao

5. Boys Chorus: “The Sea is my Home”
   童声合唱: 《大海啊, 故乡》
   Tucson Arizona Boys Chorus
   Marie Sierra, Accompanist
   Julian Ackerley, Conductor

   舞蹈: 《雀之灵》
   Lucy Chen

7. Women’s Choir: “Peach Flower Ballad”
   女声小合唱: 《桃花谣》
   Tucson Sino Choir
   Lucy Long, Accompanist

8. Martial Arts: “Shaolin Kungfu”
   武术: 《少林功夫》
   AZ Shaolin Culture Center
   Shi Yangqing, Master

9. Dance: “By the Stream”
   舞蹈: 《花溪溪》
   Tucson Sino Dance

10. Dance: “Girls’ Dream”
    舞蹈: 《春闺梦》
    Tucson Sino Youth Dance

11. Soprano Solo: “Meeting You in China”
    女高音独唱: 《相聚中华》
    Qin He

12. Tai-chi: “Floating Clouds Flowing Water”
    太极: 《行云流水》
    Tucson Sino Martial Arts
    Junming Zhao, Master

13. Sichuan Stunt: “King of Masks”
    四川绝活: 《变脸》
    Zhigang Chen

14. Quartet: “In that Faraway Place”
    男声四重唱: 《在那遥远的地方》
    Sonoran Sound

15. Dance: “Beauty of Qing Dynasty”
    舞蹈: 《挽扇仕女》
    Tucson Sino Dance

    中提琴独奏: 《谁不说俺家乡好》
    Hongmei Xiao
    Tannis Gibson, Piano

17. Grand Chorus: “Homeward Bound,”
    “Hometown,” “Sleepless Tonight”
    大合唱: 《家的召唤》, 《故乡》, 《今夜无眠》
    UAruid: Brent Burmeister & Lucy Lang
    Conductors: Grayson Hirst, Larry Lang & Mindy Martin
    UA Faculty & Staff Choir

Masters of Ceremonies: Angelina Lin, Kaixi Xu, Stephen Crabbe & Austin Davis
Stage Manager: Xiaohui Zhang
Digital Design: Jinshui Dai, Zhongguo Xiong & Yi Shi
Program & Poster: Patte Lazarus/GuardZero Design

• Intermission •